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COHERENT POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
OVER REGULAR P. L RINGS

Chang Woo Han

1. Introduction

J. P. Soublin E11J showed that the analog of the Hilbert 
basis theorem fails for coherent rings, but the ring of 
polynomials in an indeterminate over a commutative von 
Neuma끄n regular ring with identity is coherent. G. Sabbagh 
[10] has proved that the ring of polynomials in any finite 
numbs of indeterminates over a commutative von Neumann 
regular ring with identity is coherent.

In 난lis paper, the following result will be studied if R is 
a von Neumann【egula호 P. I. ring then 氏[册产為…戶J is 
a coherent 호ing. Also, we obtain the following corollaries；

(1) If K is a commutative von Neumann regular ring, then 
&[・牛产2,…『財 is a coherent ring, see G. Sabbagh E10J.
(2) Let -R be a P. I. ring. Then R is von Neumann regular 
if and only if RLx} is semihe호editary.

2. Self-injective ring and Azumaya algebra

We introduce P. L rings and Azumaya algebras that will 
be used in the study of our main results. It is known that, 
since singular ideals of semiprime P.L ring ~is zero [3* 
maximal quotient 호ings of semiprime P. I. rings are regular
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with identity [2], self-injective [2] and P.L [7]. By com
bining the above facts and Armendariz's two decomposition 
theorems [1], we obtain the fact that the maximal quotient 
ring of a regular P. L * ring is Azumaya.

Theorem 2.1[1]. If A is a regular self-injective ring 
with a P.L, then _R三112如 where each Rx is a matrix ring AMA
over a strongly self-injective ring with a P. L .

Theorem 2.2[1]・ Let K be a regular self-injective ring 
h

with a P. I., then 氏二二㊉^氏‘ where 玦 is either zero or 

else each Rt is a product of regular self-injective rings each 
of which is stable of degree z,

The conclusion of Theorem 2. 2 obtains following.

Corollary 2.3. If 2? is a regular P. I. ring, then the 
quotient ring Q(R) of R is an Azumaya algebra.

Proof. If K is a regular P. I. ring, then Q(R) is a regular 
self-injective P. L ring. By Theorem 2. 2,

Q(R)=®EQt(R) i=i
where Qi(R) is a product of regular self-injective rings each 
of which is stable of decree Hence each Q(R) is
stable unital semiprime P. L ring. By Procesi, stable unital 
semiprime P. I. rings are Azumaya algebras. Therefore each 

Qt (R) is an Azumaya algebra. Thus Q(R) =©2 Qt(R) is i=i
an Azumaya algebra.

3. Coherent Ring

By Sabbagh, the ring of polynomials in any number of 
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indeterminates over a commutative von Neumann regular 
ring with identity is coherent. In this section, we obtain 
similar results for a von Neumann regular P. I. ring.

Theorem 3.1 E6J. R is a subdirect of 나re rings S、iwL 
if and only if St~R/Kt Kt an ideal of R, and A 瓦=0.' fez

Theorem 3.2 ［6］. Every left i?-module is flat if and only 
if R is regular.

Theorem 3.3. Let R be a commutative von Neumann 
regular ring and S~HR/P^ Pt a prime ideal of R. Then 
S［幻 is faithfully flat over

Proof. First note that as left S-module

Next note that, for any left -module M, there are the 
following left S-module isomorphisms

S匚幻(为花门K［幻(云庇扪M.

Now consider an exact sequence of -module

O^M^N.
Then, since SR is flat, the following diagram is commuta

tive and its columns are isomorphisms

o-------> S®rM------- > S&N
勺 III Jll

Thus is flat. Now to show that SR" is faithfully 
flat as -module, let S或］(g)衣匚日 M =0. Then 50^=0 
s0 that M= Q. Hence S［幻 is faithfully flat over R眞丄

Corollary 3.4. Let jR be a commutative von Neumann 
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regular ring. Then S[a：i,”2广'큐] = 11&/1七口知,“2,••.，•步」 is 
faithfully flat over 氏匚叼仔2，…产」・

Theorem 3.5. Let R be a regular P. I. ring. Then the 
maximal quotient ring Q(R) of R is faithfully flat over R.

Proof. Since Q(R) is regular, it is flat. Let M be a 
left J?-module. Suppose that Q(R)®&M=0, using the 
flatness of M as a left K-module M =R0Q(R)®rM 
=0. Thus M= 0.

Corollary 3.6. If R is regular P, I. ring, then Q(R)^xii 
旋:2,…产启 is faithfully flat over RMi产2,…「ML

Theorem 3.7 [10]. Let 7? be a subring of the right co- 
herein: ring S sncii that S is iaHirfiilly te珪 flat, b포女一R. 
Then R is a right coherent ring.

Theorem 3.8. If 1? is a regular P. L ring, then 
x„] is a coherent ring.

PROOF. Since the maximal quotient ring Q(R) of R is a
M

regular self-injective P. I. rin?, Q(R) = S Qt(R)9 where each 
〜 i=l

Qz (R) is an Azumaya algeb호a. Therefore,

Q(R)g产為…产打=方Q(R)〔S产％…产」 
i=i

since Q：(R)三M就翼(A), where A is regular in which every 
idempotent is a central idempotent. For each i,

Q (R) IK 产2, • • •, =疝姑“(A 产 2, • • •产，打).

Now we show that 4.[沒%“勺…,⑦打 is coherent, since ma
trix ring with coefficient in a coherent rin흥 is also coherent 
[9丄 Let {Pi\i^.I} be a set of all prime ideals of A. Then 
A -Pj = O. Therefore _R is a subdirect product of division 
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rings {A/FJz^Z}. So T1A/Pl is faithfully flat over A. It 
follows that IL4/RU1 产％…户启 is faithfully flat over
叼，…户“J. Since A/Pt is a division ring, 4/尸」站产為…产」 

is coherent. Hence IIA/Pfx2, -• is coherent. Thus

HA/P皿!产与…严」W(HA/P‘)眞 1 产%…产서，ri야it coherent 
UI faithfully flat |J |

시“],“%…,"混 -- —ALri,”%…,而打: cohe호ent.

Therefore R["i,力2,…，is coherent.

The corollary of ours is proved by Sabbagh [21J.

Corollary 3.9. If R is commutative regular, then RLxly 
is coherent.

The weak dimension of an -R-module will be denoted by 
WD (R). Regular 호ings are characterized by nullity of the 
weak dimension. From propertie옹 of semihereditary and 
coherent ring, we see that a ring is left semihereditary if 
and only if it is left coherent and has weak dimension at 
most one.

Corollary 3.10. Let R be a P. L ring. Then R is von 
Neumann regular if and only if R[시 is semihereditary.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.8, we see that for the 
maximal quotient ring Q(R) of a ring R, Q(R)[«r] is co
herent. By Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, RD日 is coherent. 
For every ring R, WD(R)^WD WD(R) since
WD(R) = Q, 0WWQ(R[曰)WL If 坏兀R眞])=0, then

is semi-simple Artinian, Hence WZ)(R[z])WL
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